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Growing up in a small town, one of the highlights was getting your picture in a local newspaper. Whether it's for athletics, weddings, engagements, or anniversaries, being in a newspaper has been a thrill life section for local readers. I remember when I was a child I looked at pretty girls announcing their engagements, or at beautiful
dresses of blushing brides... but one thing I noticed as old people who posted a photo announcing their 50th wedding anniversary. Maybe it was because of my youthful, unprepared eyes that their faces seemed ancient. Do I know anyone that old who has been married that long? Fifty years seemed like an eternity! Fast forward to
December 28, 2010. My parents married in 1960. It's not like eons ago! If fifty years clicked, what's fast for my parents? And wait a minute; they didn't look anywhere near as old as these people in the paper grow up. But fifty years together have passed, and there they were, still, as in love as the day they met all those years ago in San
Antonio, Texas. Both my parents were in the army, my mom as a nurse and my dad as a nutrition inspector. Three months after they met, they ran away, and the rest is history. I admire enduring love. I admire my parents. Both in the mid-seventies, they proclaim that they will celebrate another fifty! I'm not sure if celebrating fifty years with
my partner will come true, since we're not married yet, but I'm sure I'm proud to be the product of fifty years of love that gets stronger as the years go by. Wedding toast-donors, we get it: There's a lot of pressure to deliver the perfect speech. But as you choose your words, remember this: From the captive audience to the bride's family and
friends, what you leave out of toast is as important as what you put in, says Jaclyn Fisher, owner of Two Little Bird Planning in Philadelphia. What should be left aside? We consulted with experts and found seven things that should never make it to a wedding toast. According to Fisher, problems with the law should never be included in a
wedding toast, no matter how small (or ridiculous) the violation is. While the best person might think it's funny to reminisce about the time he and the groom spent a night in jail, it's inappropriate with relatives, colleagues and grandparents in the room, she says. Instead, offer up a loved memory that speaks highly of the couple's characters.
If you overheard an argument about a wedding or know that the groom's family disapproves of the bride, toast is not the place to sell the couple's dirty laundry. Toast is not the time to really say: I'm sure his family is like you end up, says Amy Nichols, owner of Amy Nichols Special Events and co-founder poppy Leave all mention of any
family or internal drama of toast and instead mention how they have to start a family of their own. The wedding is about a couple who just tied the knot, not anyone in their past. Not only does talking about ex-couples make the couple uncomfortable, but it's sure wedding guests squirm, too, Fisher says. Sharing the story of how the couple
met or the first time you met them together is a much better alternative. Remember: What happens at bachelor parties and hen parties stays there, nicholss Nichols says. Your wedding toast should not be an expose on your friend's wild side. Focus on how you have built your friendship over the years and been there for each other through
good and bad. At the same time, says Fisher, your toast is not the time to bring up any unflattering stories about the couple. Use this as an opportunity to tell the crowd why you value your friendship, she says. Even if your friend hasn't had the fun to deal with as she blew through her big budget day, your toast is not the time to express her
disappointment. It's now your little secret and it shouldn't be shared with guests at a wedding, she says. Saying that the fabulous work of a couple planning a wedding is the best approach to talking about the event. While talking about what hippo figurine can send you and the bride into a fit of giggles, your guests will be left scratching their
heads. About 2 percent of the room would actually understand why it's funny, while the remaining 98 percent would feel uncomfortable, uncomfortable, and left behind, Fisher describes. Instead of inside jokes, share some things about your friend that most people don't know. Guests will love learning the couple is doing The New York
Times crossword together every Sunday morning, or that they volunteer at a community youth center every week. If you're making a toast at her wedding, you've probably seen the bride during her awkward phase (or phase). You have so many fabulously embarrassing children's stories you could share, nichols says. But resist the urge to
talk about it once in the camp group. Not only will you embarrass your friend, but you may offend more sensitive wedding guests or from your friend to your parents. The traditional and modern gift for the 50th wedding anniversary is gold. Gifts can be gold jewelry such as rings, bracelets, earrings, necklaces, watches or tie clips. Fifty years
of marriage are traditionally called golden wedding anniversary, golden jubilee or golden wedding. Celebration of wedding anniversaries goes back to the Roman Empire, when men crowned their wives with flowers, especially gold wreaths for the 50th anniversary. Nowadays, the flower symbolizing the golden jubilee is purple. Other gift
ideas for couples marking their 50th anniversary include gold clothing, gold records or anything that is associated with gold. 35th wedding anniversary, traditional coral gift, and modern jade gift. This means that the 35th wedding anniversary gift must include coral or jade in some part if a person wants to follow tradition. Of course, some
people may choose not to follow these traditions when choosing a gift for their spouse or other couple celebrating their 35th wedding anniversary. Jewelry is a popular wedding anniversary gift, and both corals and jade can be made into jewelry. Coral can make an exotic statement in jewelry, while jade has a smoother look. If real coral or
jade jewelry is not an option, you can also buy coral or jade-colored jewelry. Thus, jewelry can be in any style desired. Even men can enjoy gifts of coral or jade. A set of jade cuff links or coral-colored lapel pin will work beautifully. If the couple is not interested in jewelry, a trip to an exotic place to visit coral reefs can be a suitable and
luxurious gift. On a smaller scale, a trip to a local aquarium or even a gift home aquarium filled with coral and exotic fish will do beautifully to celebrate their 35th wedding anniversary. Good ideas for celebrating the 50th anniversary of the parents' wedding include holding an oath renewal ceremony, throwing a big party for family and
friends, taking parents on a special vacation or having a simple family dinner at your favorite restaurant. Children should choose an idea that reflects the interests and tastes of parents, but also corresponds to the budget. The 50th anniversary is traditionally a golden jubilee and it is an important milestone in marriage. When celebrating the
50th anniversary of parents, children should choose the type of celebration that they probably enjoy. Almost every idea is a good idea if it is thought out and reflects the interests of its parents. Some parents love big parties. They are the type to appreciate the celebration of the 50th anniversary held in a large place with all their family and
friends. Other parents hate big parties and would be much happier with a quiet dinner at their favorite restaurant. It is up to the children to think about the interests of their parents before they start planning a holiday. Other people prefer to celebrate their parents' 50th wedding anniversary by sending their parents on a long-dreamed
vacation, such as a luxury cruise. Cruise is a great way for kids to show their parents how much they love them. The best way to learn how to celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary, children only need to ask their parents. If they are not planning a surprise party, parents should always be considered about their preferences for this
momentous event. The first year of marriage is often considered a year of perestroika. How do you celebrate this special first wedding, think of both the delicate and hardy aspects of your marriage and your love for Another. Here are some first wedding anniversary ideas and characters to help you choose paper or watch gifts related to
your 1st anniversary marriage. It's a good paper. It symbolizes the power that comes from the intertwined connection of individual paper flows. Watch. Henry Van Dyke wrote, For those who love, time is eternity. Gold jewelry, pearls, or Peridot Gold or yellow orange flower or pansy. Eat the top layer of the wedding cake. Buy tickets for a
film, sporting event, concert, theater, etc. to attend together. Plan dinner at a special restaurant or plan a trip together. Plan a picnic with paper plates and cups. If you have kept any of these items from your wedding reception, use them! Use a paper treasure hunt for your spouse. Leave clues around the house that will eventually lead to a
romantic place. Use paper flowers as a centerpiece for your anniversary dinner. Use a dried bouquet from the wedding. Anniversary magazine to record your memories of your anniversaries throughout your marriage. You may think you will never forget how you celebrated your anniversaries, but chances are you will! Write down how you
spent your anniversary together and what gifts you gave each other. Buying a framed stake in a large company that matters to both of you. Subscription to Stationery. Postcards.Calendar.Magazine. Головоломки. Paper weight. The notes of the sheet. A roadmap describing a trip together. Egg timer. Kitchen timer. Outdoor sundial. Gift
offers to make for your 1st anniversary: pinata things or a beautiful box with new paper money, confetti, love note, book about romance, magazine, love coupons, paper flower, picture of you two, etc. Create love notes and hide them. Create love coupons. Print tickets for the night at the cinema and watch the wedding video. Video. 50th
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